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Run 2811: Cluster size and multiplicity

Higher than usual 
cluster multiplicity 

per layer



Run 2811: Tracking results

Higher than usual track multiplicity 
for cosmics—real or artifact?



Run 2811: Inclusive tracking residuals after alignment based on first 10k events



Run 2811: Exclusive tracking residuals after alignment based on first 10k events



Run 2811: Track-based efficiency after alignment based on first 10k events

Efficiency looks quite good overall (at 
least for first 10k events), few small 
“holes” along “x"-axis–known issues?



Run 2811: Hit maps, first 10k events



Run 2811: Some modules appear to have more Y strips fired than X, but cluster size 
in Y smaller than X—why? 



Run 2811: Some modules have double-peak in ADC asymmetry: why?



Run 2811: Y-Position dependence of ADC asymmetry: intrinsic feature or artifact of 
decoding/common mode subtraction/etc?
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Questions about latest data:
• Data seems somewhat “noisier” than usual; high strip and cluster multiplicities 

(and high reconstructed track multiplicities), my code skips tracking in a 
significant fraction of events due to “too many” hit combinations for brute force 
track-finding—code runs a bit slower than usual for cosmics

• Why is the “planeID” distribution in the raw decoded hit ROOT file EXACTLY 
uniform? I don’t naively expect to have exactly the same number of hits in each 
plane… is this a ROOT Tree plotting artifact?

• Why is the “axis” distribution EXACTLY uniform? 
• Why is the “moduleID” distribution almost EXACTLY uniform? 
• Are these artifacts of ROOT tree plotting, or some more fundamental issue with 

preparation of decoded “hit” files?
• Why is the average number of Y strips fired per module bigger than the average 

cluster size along Y (for clusters in good tracks)? 
• What is the source of the double-peaks in the ADC asymmetry distribution? This 

seems to correlate with Y position within a module. Is this a real feature of the 
physical performance of the GEMs, or is it an artifact of the decoding/common-
mode subtraction procedure?

• Why the high multiple-track frequency? These can’t all be real tracks, can they? 
Need to look at practice of re-using strips in multiple 2D combinations; efficiently 
remove strips from consideration on subsequent track-finding iterations that end 
up on good tracks



Near-term to-do list
• Come up with robust “X gain” and “Y gain” 

parameters to equalize gains within and 
between modules to improve 
efficiency/resolution/reconstruction and also
optimize HV settings at the module level
• Gain parameters at the individual strip and/or 

APV card level?
• Deep dive on raw data decoding and putting all 

code into SBS-offline
• Help Sean Jeffas modify event display to

accommodate different coordinate system of UVA 
EEL GEMs and also add XZ and YZ projections
a la Siyu’s event display


